
Overview 

In such cases language packages don't contains full list of translated phrases. Some of them(phrases) not 

translated to particular language, and you can add translations by manually changes in .csv files in the 

server machine (requires ssh connection and some permissions/system knowledges) for particular 

language-pack. It's not useful. My module add ability to make this changes from admin panel (Admin-

>Content->Language Manager).  

Feature highlights 

• Ability to change translations for allowed languages from admin panel 

• Easy search phrases by using Magento 2 grid filters functionality 

• Generate CSV-file for deploy static process 

• Sync system locale(en_US) with changes in Magento Core code base (in case when Magento 

core developers makes changes in list of phrases.) 

Notice: 

1) You can’t delete default (en_US) locale – it’s system locale and not make sense for deleting it. 

Another one locales that was added manually by you with Language Manager extension you can 

delete. 

2) ‘Generate’ button just create CSV-files for future static generation of target locale. Please check 

if your changes in dictionary for particular language were saved. 

3) ‘Save’ button – it’s button for saving changes only for Locale (Language Title), not for dictionary.  
For Dictionary you need to use ‘Save’ button for concrete phrase that you want to change. 

Useful Case: 

For example you need to add new language to your magento store.  

1) First at all you need to download language package from internet or use your private 

version of CSV-file. Additionally you can add new language with Language Manager 

extension and upload CSV-file that was previously generated with ‘Generate’ button from 

en_US(default locale) and stored to ‘i18n’ directory inner Language Manager extension 

folder, and after this you can change all phrases to your particular language with Language 

Manager extension. But this way is very long and I hope that your locale is already have in 

internet in particular format and you need just add some special phrases or change it to 

more compatible for your store. 

2) Go to Admin->Content->Language Manager. 

3) Click ‘Add New Language’. 

4) Fill fields: 

a. Language Title – it’s just name in human readable format for you that helping to 

understand  what language it is. 

b. Locale Code – in this field you need to choose locale that you want to add to system. 

c. Language file – CSV-file that is dictionary in next format:  
"Invalid store parameter.","Paramètre de magasin incorrect.",module,Magento_Store 

5) Click ‘Save’ 



6) Search and open (click ‘Edit’) your language in Language Manager Grid. 

7) In case if you want to change some phrases, you can use grid search by ID /‘Original value’ / 

‘Value’ / Module filters. Click in grid on the particular phrase that you want to change, edit it 

in text field / change module and click save for applying changes. Change another phrase by 

the same steps and another and another. 

8) Click ‘Generate’ for store CSV-file. (You can create a backup from this file for the futures and 

upload this file instead of internet CSV-file from Step #1 for another store or for restore to 

previous version of dictionary. Additionally you can share this file with another people). 

Each click on the ‘Generate’ button will replace this CSV-file in ‘i18n’ directory inner 

Language Manager extension folder. 

9) Use default magento command for deploying your locale: 

php bin/magento setup:static-content:deploy de_DE – change ‘de_DE’ to your particular 

locale that you want to deployed. 

10) Be happy with new locale ;) 

NOTICE: Make sure that changed right dictionary item, Magento  2 has mechanism for overriding the 

phrases in another modules. For example: “Design Theme” – name of column for admin/widget_instance 

page and as a name for field on admin/widget_instance/new page logically must be changed as phrase 

for module Widget, but in Magento 2 the same phrase contains in Config module and during rendering 

UI component  Config module override value for this phrase. It’s a bug or not a bug I don’t know, maybe 

it’s ‘by design’ anyway it’s another story and we just must remember it and don’t create bug for this 

module, responsibility of this module is ‘helping managing dictionary for each language on your store in 

admin panel instead of changes in CSV files in your server with terminal.’ =) 

For understanding what module is primary now you need find all phrases for example “Design Theme” 

and try to change all of them one by one with click on the ‘Generate’ and deploy static content after each 

change or look in code base what module has bigger priority. 


